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Abstract 

Shogi programs still have a lot of room for improvement in the opening and early middle 
game, which lIslIally is a strategic stage in shogi. The planning of long-term strategies is 
required, which is known to he hard to program in games. This paper presents a new method 
for glliding opening and middle game play in shogi. Board maps for castle formations and 
assalllt formations are lIsed to evalllate the strategic vallle of a position. TheRe maps have 
importantly improved the playing strength of the shogi programs SPEAR and SHOTEST. 

1 Introduction 

The strength of shogi programs has improved considerably in the last couple of years. In the final 

stage of the game, the tsnme shogi search, shogi programs have outperformed human experts 
[13]. Even in the endgame phase just before mating, shogi programs can outplay strong 岨ateur
players. Based on these observations, the strength of shogi programs is estimated to be at least 
3-dan. 

D巴spite these accomplishments, there is st辺 a lot of work to be don巴 befor巴 a shogi program 

can b巴at the best players in the world. One of the problems li白血 the early stage of the game. 

The opening phase in shogi is very strategic in natnre. In chess, long-term strategic planning 
is lmown to be the m乱jor weak point of the strong programs as well. So much so that world 

chatnpion Kasparov in his famous 1997 match against DEEP BLUE did not play in his usual 

aggressive style, but chose quiet stratゆc openings [12]. This was not only to avoid ta吋cal

complications which are the strong point of deep searching chess programs, but also to stay out 
of the huge databases that are used for opening play in chess. 

In two-player complete information games, the starting position is determined by the rules 
of the game. All strong game playing programs make use of this information to build an opening 

database from which moves can be pl乱.yed in the early stages of a game. This database is called 

an opening book. If the Cllrrellt position in the 肝me 110 longer matches any of the positions in 

the database there are llO more move suggestions: the progrむn is ont of book. 

An opening book call have hundreds of thollsands of positions, alld the impressive res1l1ts of 
strong game programs in chess [8] , checkers [11] 副 Othello [3] w01l1d not 加山een po悶ble

without a large ope工ring book and extensive tuning of this opening book to fit the program's 

play. 
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111 ge11eraI the opening book is irnplernented alld updated rnallually, but t.here 町e also a nurnｭ

ber of progra且S ill differellt garnes where the openillg book is e>..-tellded automaticaIly by playing 

the prograrn柳田t itself and oth叫rograms. Examples are the chess prograrns DEEP BLI.IE [4J , 
CRAFTY [6J, the checl町s program CHINOOK [l1J and the Othello program LOGISTELLO [3J 

To test how effective the use of an opening book is in shogi, we made an opening book 
colltaining more than a 1000 professionaI games and the opening variations given in more than 
20 opening books. The complete opening book built in this way has more than 110,000 positions. 
This is smaller than the opening book of most strong chess programs, but much larger than most 
shogi programs. It is hard to build an opening book that is similar in size to the ones used in 
chess programs, as worldwide the llumber of expert shogi players is much smaIler than the 
11umber of expert chess players. Therefore , in shogi the llumber of publicly available expert 
games 阻d the number of books 011 opening pI可 is much smaIler than in chess. 

1n earlier work [5], we showed that even such a relatively large opening book is not very 

effective in shogi. In 100 games against four of the strongest shogi progr創ns the program was 

out of book in 8.5 moves on average. In aIm.ost one-third of the games the program was out of 
book within 5 moves. Therefore, other ways to d叫 with the 抑制gic build叩 in the opening 

are lleeded. 1n this paper we will presellt a different method for guidillg the ope国且g and middle 

g組le play in shogi. This method will use board maps of castle formatiolls and assault formatiolls 

to guide the play ill the early stages of the game. 

1ll Section 2 the general data stmcture for the maps is given. 1ll Section 3 details of the 
castle maps 姐da局ault maps will be givell. 1ll Sectioll 4 we will explain how the maps can be 

used ill the search. 1n Section 5 we will give results frorn selιplay experimellts showing that 

this met.hod improves the playillg strength of a shogi program. Section 6 explains about the 

otoshiana method, which is similar to the method presellted here. 1n Section 7 we will end with 

cOllcIusions a11d thoughts on further research. 

2 General Data Structure for Castles 

111 chess there are only two different castle formations: cast1ing on the king side or castling on 

the queen side of the board. Furthermore, castli且g in chess only taIces a s也gle move. 

1n shogi, there 町e numerous castle formations that 同ke a number of moves to build. For 

exarnple, the anaguma castle, which is the strongest castle formation is shogi, takes more than 
10 moves to complete. Also, castle formations in shogi can have multiple stages. For exa且ple ，

the mino castle c姐 be turned into the stronger high mino1, which can be rebuild into a silver 

char **castles[] { 

m~no ， 

high_mino , 
silver_crown , 
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id_static , 
id_static , 
id_static , 

boat , a_boat , id_r祖ging ，

>

Figure 1: Castle definitions. 

1 Takllmino in Japanese. 
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char *mino[] = { 

} 

// Non-promoted pieces 

m~no_pa闘し

mino_lance , 
mino_knight , 
mino_silver , 
mino_gold , 
mino_bishop , 
mino_rook , 
mino_king , 

// Promoted pieces 

mino_gold , // Promoted pawn 
mino_gold , // Promoted lance 
mino_gold , // Promoted knight 
mino_gold , // Promoted silver 
void , // Promoted gold 
mino_bishop , // Promoted bishop 
mino_rook , // Promoted rook 
void , // Promoted king 

"Mino" 

Figure 2: Individual piece definitions for the mino castle. 

crown2• 

To guide the building of castles, we have defined castle maps for a number of common castle 

formations in shogi. First, a data structure is needed 也 which each individual castle is defined. 

An example of such a data structure is given in Figure 1. In this data structure we define the 
castles, the best way to assault these castles and for which type of position this castle is best 

suited. The mino castles are best build when the opponent has adopted a static rook strategy 

(indicated by 札static) ， while the boat castle is best played when the opponent h踊 ar副院19

rook formation (札ra吋ing). The best 回sault against each mino c甜tle is defined by the maps 

inα_mino， while the best assault ag泊nst a boat castle is defi.ned by the maps in a..boat. 

3 Castle Maps and Assault Maps 

After building a general data structure for each castle, we need to define for each individual piece 
where it is best positioned in the castle. A且 example for the mino castle is given in Figure 2. 

N ote that the two void entries indicate that a gold 組d a lting in shogi can't pro1p.ote , so there 
is no castle map for these two pieces. Pieces that promote to gold have the same castle maps 回

a. gold. Promoted rook and promoted bishop have the s叩~e castle maps 踊 the rook and bishop 

respectively. 

Finally, for each individual piece we have 叫 array defining where it is positioned best in 

that partﾏl:ular castle formation. An example of the castle map for the king in the mino castle 

is given in Figure 3. 

2 Ginkanmur・i in .Ja.pa.nese. 
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char mino_king[] { 

>

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 
0 , 

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 
0 , 0 ， -9 ， -8 ， -1 ， -1 ， -1 ，ー 1 ，

0 , 0 ， -9 ，ー7 ， 0 , 4 , 8 , 5 , 
0 , 0 ，ー8 ， -6 , 2 , 8 , 14 , 6 , 
0 , 0 ，ー7 ， -5 ， -1 ， 8 ， 8 ， 6

Figure 3: Th巴 castle map for the king in the mino castle. 

These values indicate that the king in the millo castle is best positioned on square 2h which 

has the value 14. To move the king to this square, optimal paths c阻 be constructed with a hill 

climbing approach: move the piece to a neighboring square with a l�her value. If more than 
one neighboring square has a higher value, choose the square with the highest value. 

In the example of Figure 3, there are two natural paths to the optimal square 仕om the 

starting position of the king on 5i (the square with value ・5): K5i-K4h-K3h・K2h and K5i-K4hｭ

K3i-K2h. Both paths have square values ・5 ， 2 ， 8 ， 14. 

The assat� maps are defì.ned 泊巴xactly the same w乱.y. For each assault there is a data 

structure de五ning the maps of each piece, like in Figure 2. For 巴a

ma却p li日ke王偲.e Figure 3, where the evaluation of the position of th 巴 piece for this particular assault is 

glven. 

4 How to U se the Maps 

In our programs, the m乱.ps are used to select the castle formation that can best be built 仕om

the current position (i. 巴. the 日stle formation r脱mbles the current formation mo杭). When the 
castles for both sides have been identifìed, the assaults for both castles 紅e def�ed by the data 

structure of Figure 1. After this selection, the hill climbing def�ed by the map values guides 
the search tow紅白 moves that improve the chosen castle for皿ation and assault formation. 

Especially in the very early stages of the opening, when it is still possible to build m日y

different castle formations , this selection process can't select the correct castles based on the 
maps alone, but needs extra support in the form of common shogi opening knowledge. This 
has been implemented with a number of rules that check for special cases. These rules mainly 

trigger when neither player has commi此ed to a certain strategy. 

Note that one of the side effects of the method is that formations that for some reason have 

gone astray c回 be f�ed. Even if the optimal move order is no longer possible, the hill-climbing 
approach might still generate non-optimal moves to get 也e pieces into the right formation. For 

example , if there is a piece on 4h in the mino castle but not on 4i, the map of Figure 3 can still 

generate a path for the king to move into the 凶no castle (K5i-4ト3h-2h).

There are several other ways in which the maps c組 be used in a shogi program. First, based 
0叩n the values in the maps, the values of t出h巴 positional c∞omp抑on出巴n叫t of the ev刊百乱lu

change. The second way the maps c叩 be used is to malce plalls for building castle formatiolls. If 
the map values are only used in th巴 evaluatioll function , there is no difference between different 
moye orders that lead to the same fillal position ill the search. In shogi the move order by which 
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a formation is built is oft.en important. From the maps all optimal move order can be derived 

th叫 C叩 be used to guide the search. 

A third use of t.he maps is that they can h巴lp with a completely different problem that 0氏en

occurs in game programs with a large opening book. This is the problem that the program 

blilldly follows the opening book and ends up in a position that human experts judge as better 

bllt the program doesn't understand because of the 1凶itations of the evaluation function. Rather 

th姐 trying to reach a position that is objectively better, the program should aim for a position 

it can understand. The maps provide a way t.o do this. If the opening book move decreases 

the castle value of the moving piece , it shou1d not be trusted as it might put th巴 pieces in a 

POSitiOIl the program doesn't like. Therefore , such a move shou1d 1l0t be played without seむch.

Of course , it shou1dn't be discarded either，出 it might hav巴 been the on1y way to avoid 10sing 

the g叩le.

The fourth us日 of the maps is for establishing the game stage. In a shogi program, it is 

凶血ユP戸ort姐t tωo lua叫a乱叫Jæ

fu 工ロlct北ti白o日n featllres change dむra釘叩.rna叫，忠tical1防y based on the犯e s“ta刊ge of the game. Especia11y the judgment 

of the transition from opening to middle game is a problem in shogi. The maps can provide 

extra information to mak巴 the decision whether the current. position is still an openillg positioll 

or the midd1e game has started. Our current progr叩1 uses a combination of a mini皿al cast.1e 

map value of a11 pieces combined 阻d inform乱tion 乱bout the optimal position of the king. If the 
killg is in an optima1 position and the castle value exceeds a certaill threshold, the position is 
judged to be a rnidd1e g釘ne position. 

Fina11y, the cast1e maps c叩 be used for p1ausible move generation during search. Most 

shogi programs ana1yze the 1egal moves and discard certain moves without search. Moves that 

improve the castle value or assault value of the moving piece should not be discarded. 

5 Resu1ts 

The castle rnaps alld 硝sau1t maps were first. implemented in version 3 of the shogi program 

SHOTEST by t.he second author, which participated in the CSA tournament in 1999. For the CSA 

tournamellt in 2001 , the maps were implemented iu th巴 progr臼1 SPEAR by the first author. For 

SPEAR the llumber of maps w回 increased considerably and extellsively halld-tuned by playillg 

hundreds of games agaillst other commercial programs. The current version of SPEAR has maps 

for 35 differellt castle formations alld 20 assault formations. 

The castle maps alld assault maps were the rnost important differellc巴 betweell the versioll 

of SPEAR that played in the CSA tournamellt in 2000 and the version that p1ayed in the CSA 

tournament ill 2001. The results of SPEAR in 2001 were much better than the results in 2000 , 
despite the avera.ge improvement in the playing level of the competing programs. Both versiolls 

cleared the first preliminary qualification stage, but in the second quali五cation tournament the 

2000 version on1y scored 3 wins 叩d 6 losses, while the 2001 version scored 5 wins and 4 losses, 
just missing qualification for the finals. 

SHOTEST did on1y 品 little better (also 5・4 but against stronger oppositio吋， d巴spite its good 

results in previous years. This shows that tuning the maps is very import叩t. The. maps hav巴

consequences for different p紅ts of the progr姐1 and there w日 no ti皿e to do this tuning for 

SHOTEST in the build-up to the CSA tournament. 

We also performed self-p1ay experiments with SPEAR to show the importance of using maps 

for pl町illg strength. We played three versions of SPEAR against each other. One version w出

using both c硝t1e maps and assault maps (SpAllM，α:ps) ， olle version was USillg on1y cast1e 血aps

(SpCαsM，α.ps) and 01le version was not usi時 cast1e maps (SpNoMaps). The basic SPEAR program 

has the following features: 
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. Iterative alpha-beta search. 

• Principal variation search [9] 

• Quiescence search [2]. 

• History heuristic and killer moves [10]. 

• Null-move pmning [1]. 

• Hashtables for transpositioll 叩d domination [14]. 

• Specialized mating search [13]. 

In this experiment, we specifically wanted to lmow how the interaction betweell the opening 
book 姐d the maps infl.uenced playing strength. Therefore , we had the progr叩lS follow the 

opening book for 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 moves. If the ope叫llg book can be used longer, th巴
maps will play a less importallt role as the program can use the opening book to build a good 

castle formation and assault formation. After the opening book, the resulting position is played 
twice: once with either program version playing the black pieces. Each progra且 version played 

the other versions fifty times, i.e. 25 times with black and 25 times with white. The time li皿it

W出 25 minutes per side per g出ne on a 1GHz Pentium III. Tl山 is the same time limit 出 used

in the annual CSA tournament. The results of this tournament are given in Table 1. 

This table shows two interesting results. First, when the program has almost no support 
仕om the opening book, it benefits significantly 仕om having the castle maps and 回目叫t maps. 

If the database w田 used for 10 or 20 moves, the version with both castle maps and assat� maps 

beat the version without maps with 68・32 respectively. The version with only castle maps h出

almost the same result with a score of 67・33. The 68・32 resu1t gives a 99.98% probability that 

the progrぉn with maps is stronger than the program without the maps. For the 68・32 restùt, 
this probability is 99.97%. 

For 30 moves and higher, there is almost no difference in playing strength between the version 
without maps and the two other versions. 

A second result is that the two versions with maps have almost the same result ag羽nst the 

version without 皿aps. Yet, the version with both castle maps 阻d 部品叫t maps beat the version 

with OlﾙY castle maps by a significant margin. Furthermore, the results 町e consistent throughout 

t目he use of the opening book, the versioll with both castle maps and assault 皿aps winning three 

matches 29・21 ， one match 28・22 alld one match 27司23. It seems that if the progr紅n has no clue 

Match Book Result 
10 20 30 40 50 

SpAllMaps-SpN oMaps 38-12 30-20 27-23 25-25 25-25 145助105

76% 70% 54% 50% 50% 58% 
SpCasMaps-SpN oMaps 36-14 31-19 25-25 25咽25 23-27 140-110 

72% 62% 50% 50% 46% 56% ・

SpAllMaps-SpCasMaps 27-23 29-21 29-21 29-21 28-22 142-108 
54% 58% 58% 58% 56% 57% 

Table 1: Results of s巴lf play experiments between a version of SPEAR using cast目le maps 叩d

assault maps (SpAllMaps) , a version using only castle maps (SpCasMaps) 姐d a version not 

using 叩y maps (SpNoMaps). Book is the ma泊四um number of moves the book was used in 
each game. 
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about the castle of the opponent or malces a mistalce in assessing the castle, the assault maps 
have no sign巡回nt i皿pact. However, if the opponent plays a lcnown castle, the use of assault 
maps will lead to a signi五callt imprOvemellt ill playing strength which lasts for a longer period 

of the game. 

6 Related Work 

We believe that our worlc is very similar to the so-ca11ed otoshiana method, which w回 first

used in the program YSS [15] (a llon-Japallese explanatioll of this method wi1l be available 

SOOll [7]). The otoshiana method also uses a hi1l dimbillg approach to build castle formatiolls 

alld it seems 旧王ely that the implementation is similar to ours. However, this is di血cult to 

judge，出 Yamashita's descriptioll of th巴 otoshiana method is short and laclcs the details for 

implemelltillg the method 回 given in this paper. The original description men七lOns 0凶y 9 

different cast1e for:rn,ations and no assault formations. This could be an important difference, 
as our results illdicate that the use of assault maps considerably improves the playing strength. 

Furthermore, it is unclear how the otoshianαmethod 回sesses the type of position that the 

opponent is building. Yam出hita mentions that the position of therook is talcen into accoun七，

“among other things" , but no details are giv巴n. Still, most strong shogi programs seem to use 
a method similar to the otoshiαna method. 

It is i11teresting that the otoshianαmethod also indudes a number of positional elements. 

For example, having a lance on the baclc ranlc is better th阻 having a lance higher up the board 

and there are penalties for having a lcnight high up the board or a rook on the 7th rank. Our 

current research has focused only on opening and early middle game formations , but the method 
might have a more general use. 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper we have given a new method for building castle formations and assault formations 

in the opening 組d middle game in shogi. We have ShOWll that if the program gets out of book 

ill the first 20 moves, the playing strength can be improved considerably by using castle maps 
and assault maps. Furthermore, using both castle maps and assault maps gives significantly 
better results than using only castle maps. 

There is still a lot of worlc to do before this method can be used to its fu11 potential. The 

current program only uses one castle during the s巴arch. It w回目pected that using the fu11 map 

matching at each position evaluation would slow down the search too much to be of practical 

use. However, one idea would be to talce a limited number of similar castles into the search and 

only evaluate the ch叩g田 in this subset. This has not be巴n imple皿ented yet. 

The secolld possible extension is the use of swapping rules. Castles and assaults may or may 

110t be feasible based 011 certain piece formations. This can be either because o11e's own pieces 

are positioned in the wrong way or the opponent h出 made a formation that makes the position 

that was aimed for too dangerous. The checlcs that are 110W performed for swapping castles 

and assaults are primitive iιthen rules. At the moment we are working on a more tr叩sparent

method to deal with this. 

Related to this is the idea of scaling castles. The importance of a castle formation 出ld

assault formation changes durillg the ga皿e 叩d a global scaling factor attached to each map 

can account for this. Also , instead of discarding a castle or assault, it is better to scale the 

value of the じastle dOWll based on certain criteria. Even 正 a castle is not so good under the 

circumstances, it can still be the best one available. 
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Finally，比t n凶1註ight泊t be better to eva弘叫.1u

example , there 町e a munber of w可5 in which a yagura castle can be assaulted (i.e. 切in，

yagYLT"a nakabisha, StLZYLme sαshi etc.). This can be covered by a number of Swappillg rules, but 
it might be better to match assaults separately. All these ideas 紅白 currently being investigated 

alld implemellted alld will hopefully lead to a fiexible aud robust way to play the ope凶llg alld 

middle g出ne in shogi at a high level. 
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